
 
 

How long should we kiss for it to be “healthy”?  
Marcin Czarnobilski | Wednesday, July 10 (10:55)  
 
A kiss, although perceived mainly as an expression of affection, also has many health benefits. It is not 
only relaxing, but can also prevent heart disease, among other things. "Any form of closeness with 
another person is beneficial for us. A kiss and intimate closeness, including intercourse, play a special 
role here," comments cardiologist Dr. Adam Janas for the portal "Twoje Zdrowie". 
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We are social beings, and our entire lives are based on building relationships with other people, which is 
one of the basic needs of each of us. Relationships with other people are fundamental not only for our 
well-being, but also for our health. 

https://twojezdrowie.rmf24.pl/cialo/seks/news-jak-dlugo-sie-calowac-zeby-wyszlo-nam-to-na-zdrowie,nId,7635664#crp_state=1


5 Reasons Why You Should Kiss 
1. Stress Reduction: Kissing helps lower levels of cortisol, the stress hormone, and increases the 
production of oxytocin, a hormone associated with social relationships and feelings of trust. 
2. Boosting your immune system: When you kiss, bacteria is exchanged, which can stimulate your 
immune system to produce antibodies. 
3. Improves oral health: The increased saliva production during kissing helps remove bacteria from 
your teeth and gums, which may help reduce the risk of tooth decay and gum disease. 
4. Better heart health: Kissing can help lower blood pressure and improve circulation, which is good 
for your heart health. 
5. Burn Calories: Although it is not a significant amount, kissing can help burn calories. An intense kiss 
can burn 2 to 6 calories per minute. 
 

 
Sex has many positive effects - regular sexual activity reduces the risk of heart disease. 
By stimulating the secretion of endorphins and oxytocin, it significantly reduces stress 
and effectively relaxes us. Sex improves the quality of sleep, which is crucial for our 
well-being, and it also strengthens the immune system by increasing the number of 
antibodies, which helps fight infections. It builds and strengthens bonds, which translates 
into better relationships and a sense of happiness.  
 

Dr. habil. n. med. Adam Janas, cardiologist at American Heart of Poland  
 

How long should a kiss last? 
Also check: 
 

There is no clear answer to this question, as the health benefits 
come mostly from the kissing itself, not the length of time. 
However, research suggests that even short kisses have a 
positive impact on our health. 
 
In a 2013 report on filematology, or the science of kissing, 
Prof. Joseph S. Alpert, medical director of cardiac 
rehabilitation at the University of Arizona College of Medicine 
in Tucson, writes that a simple kiss can burn 2 to 3 calories per 
minute, while passionate kissing can burn 5 to 26 calories per 
minute. 
 
In turn, scientists from the University of Oxford in their 
research project involving almost a thousand people aged 18-
63 proved that kissing, first of all, helps to create a bond 
between partners, and the frequency with which people kiss 
affects the level of satisfaction with the relationship. 
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